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Staying Woke 
 

 
 
My high school was a progressive place, at least by the standards of my hometown. We 

read  books by prominent black authors such as James Baldwin and Malcolm X. We learned 
about the outrage of slavery, the false promise of reconstruction, the apartheid created by the 
Jim Crow laws. My friends and I went on protest marches in St. Louis, often led by interracial 
teams of clergy. Having  white relatives in the south, I did a social studies report on the KKK and 
shared it with my beloved grandmother. After she read it she said, “Oh, honey, but those aren’t 
our people. We would never treat blacks that way.” The complexity of race relations in the 
United States was something she didn’t understand. But I’m afraid I didn’t either. 

 
My generation was naive about how strong the pushback would be in the fight to take 

down  systems of injustice. My generation---- the Baby Boomers---really believed we would 
change the world. The fight against injustice became the fight against the Vietnam War, and 
then became the feminist call to create a world in which women could be free to make choices, 
a world in which we were treated with dignity and justice. The two coasts began to agitate for 
gay rights and the first Pride parades were held. 

 
Everywhere there were signs of hope, but one of my painful learnings now in my late 

60’s  is to realize how simplistic I was about the dynamics of social change. Many of us entered 
professions in which we told ourselves we could work “from the inside” to create social change. 
And we thought we were, but we also became consumed by our careers. The call to create 
social change became dormant. 

 
The moment that told me we had to wake up, was the moment that Michael Brown was 

killed in Ferguson on August 9, 2014, almost 5 years ago. The motto of the Blacklivesmatter 
movement had emerged in 2013 shortly after George Zimmerman was found “not guilty” of the 
second degree murder charge in Florida of Trayvon Martin, a 17 year old boy who was shot 
while walking home after buying some candy. I was in St Louis on sabbatical when Michael 
Brown was killed. And that’s when it hit me that a new movement was needed and was in the 
process of being born. Since then, other shootings of black men by police such as  Eric Garner, 
Ezell Ford, Tamir Rice,  and have led to furious protests. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
The young people that led the Black Lives movement in St. Louis, their use of social 

media, and the spontaneity and the creativity of their protests was astonishing. That same fall 
when I was in St. Louis, the protest came to Powell Hall, the home of the St. Louis Symphony. 
Just before Act II of Brahms’ A German Requiem, several people stood up in the audience and 
began singing the lines to a protest song by Florence Reece. They sang these words: 
 

Which side are you on, friend? Which side are you on? 
Justice for Michael Brown is justice for us all. 

 
Others in the audience draped four banners over the balcony that read, “Requiem for Michael 
Brown.” As protesters sang for two minutes, the musicians were glued to their seats. Then, the 
protestors filed out. Before the Brahms began again, many in the audience, as well as the 
musicians, began to stand and applaud while others showed their displeasure.(1) 

 
The movement has had its effects. In St. Louis last November, Wesley Bell, a black 

attorney who was a public defender and municipal judge, ousted the white prosecutor who 
refused to file charges against the police officer that shot Michael Brown. And in Chicago this 
week, a white police officer was sentenced to 7 years in prison for shooting Laquan MacDonald 
16 times. 

 
The #Me Too movement to protest the sexual objectification and exploitation of women 

began several years ago with the exposure of a serial predator within the entertainment 
industry. The outrage by women in all walks of life made its mark on the election this November 
as women have given the Congress more diversity than it has ever had. 

 
But the fight for social justice in this country will not ever be over. What we have seen, 

particularly in the last two years, has been shocking. Violence from white supremacists is 
organized and well funded, and is directed not only at blacks. As the “Unite the Right” rally in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, with its Nazi-uniformed protestors proved, it is also directed at Jews,The 
push- back has led, according to the Anti-Defamation League, to a 60% increase in anti- Jewish 
acts, including the murder of 11 worshippers in a synagogue in Pittsburgh last fall. 

 
As we mark the birth of Martin Luther King this year, I believe there is nothing more 

urgent for Christians to do than to re-commit themselves to the fullness of what it means to 
follow Christ. It is, of course, for our salvation that we come to Christ. He is, for us, the Way, the 
Truth and the Life. Reinhold Neibuhr once said that Christian faith always achieves 
“contemporaneousness with Christ.” (2) What he meant by that is that we live our lives 
accompanied by Christ. He is our companion. When we study the scriptures, or pray, or join 
together in his body the Church, we are never alone. There is healing and transformation, and 
surprising moments of grace that come through our openness to Christ.  

 
 



 
And following him means that we are given the gifts of the Holy Spirit . Paul in today’s 

epistle names many of those gifts that the Spirit activates. Among them are healing,  faith, 
miracles, prophecy, and the utterance of wisdom and knowledge. Paul says that these gifts are 
activated in everyone. 

 
But he says that these gifts are activated for the common good. They are given for 

service. They are given to build up the church. And they are given to build up the world so that it 
conforms to the desires and the will of God. When we baptize children or adults, we ask those 
being baptised and the whole congregation this question, “Will you strive for justice and peace 
among all people, and respect the dignity of every human being? ” The communal aspect of 
being a Christian is just as important as the individual aspect. Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote, “He 
who does not cry out with the victims, has no right to sing Gregorian Chant.” Our beautiful 
worship means nothing unless we  go forth into the world to reclaim our piece of it for Christ’s 
kingdom. 

 
The transformation that Jesus offers is about the change from having your life be all 

about you, to a life that is all about “us”. The “us” can be your immediate family and friends.  
The “us” can be the stranger you just met. The “us” can be about your community of faith. The 
“us” can be about the country, or the world, or the whole human family.  

 
But this I know, the more you are transformed by the Holy Spirit working through Christ, 

the more you expand your own center to love more widely, making the circle of your caring 
larger, losing and giving yourself in acts of service for the common good. With Christ,  we are 
led by love, with love, and for love.  

 
And here is a wonderful thing:  the more we allow ourselves to be moved and shaped by 

love, the more we experience God’s love. In John’s gospel, the first miracle of Jesus is not one 
of healing as it is in the other gospels. Instead, his first miracle takes place at a wedding feast. 
In Jesus’ time, a wedding was celebrated for a long time, usually a week. Travel was not easy in 
those days, and relatives would expect to receive hospitality commensurate with the difficulty of 
the journey.  At this wedding, the wine gave out, which was regarded, (as it would be in our 
day), as a major embarrassment to the host. The air had gone out of the balloon. 

 
Jesus’ mother turns to him, saying, “They have no wine.” It is the kind of remark a 

mother makes, hoping that her subtlety will lead to action. “Your room is messy” or “The lawn 
needs mowing” might be an equivalent statement a mother might make today, hoping to avoid 
an escalation into nagging. And Jesus responds as children often do by saying, in essence, “So 
what?” But maybe she looks at him as only a mother can, raising her eyebrows or giving him a 
sideways glance.  

 

 



 

At any rate, her next comment shows that she has total confidence that he will act. “Do 
whatever he tells you,” she says to the servants. Next, he asks that the empty stone jars be 
filled with water. When all 180 gallons of water fill the jars, he asks the wine steward to taste it. It 
had become wine, an even better wine than had been served before. 

Scholars have noted the symbolism of the story, one of them saying that this miracle is a 
symbol of incarnation itself; the water becoming wine, a symbol of the human becoming divine. 
While certainly good wine has its aspects of the divine, the story is about how the love of God in 
Jesus acts in big and small ways for the flourishing of the common good. The hosts could be 
seen as uncommonly magnanimous. The relatives and friends could continue celebrating the 
union of love between the couple. The couple could continue to enjoy this new moment in their 
lives. Love, not scarcity, had the final word. And God’s love was experienced by everyone at the 
feast. 

A speech that Dr. King preached in 1966 was entitled, “Don’t Sleep through the 
Revolution.” In it, he called on the church specifically to remain awake and vigilant in the fight to 
eradicate systems of injustice. That is still our call, and always will be. As we follow the One who 
turned water into wine that love might prevail, may we be constantly on the alert that we might 
be instruments of that love.  May our eyes be open to see the big and little things that still need 
changing, and do our part to make it so, until the day comes when the words of the prophet 
Isaiah come true: “as the bridegroom rejoices over the bride, so shall your God rejoice over 
you.” 

May it be so. Amen. 

 

Notes 

1. See the book, Ferguson and Faith, by Leah Gunning Francis, St. Louis, 2015. 
Many interviews and articles about the impact and meaning of the Blacklives 
Matter movement following the shooting of Michael Brown. 

2. A quotation from Reinhold Neibuhr in the new book by Jimmy Carter, Faith, NY, 
2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


